REVIEW

Allen & Heath GSR24M
This console sees the return of the UK brand to its place in production studios and is an intelligent combination of analogue and digital
interfacing and control. JON THORNTON thinks it’s a piece of cake.
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even or eight years ago marked something
of an inflexion point for the design
philosophy of a new generation of studio
recording console. The melting pot that
this philosophy emerged from had thrown into it
an acknowledgement that the DAW was now the
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pre-eminent recording and often mixing tool, that
mixing on faders rather than with a mouse was
preferable to many, and a raging (and still on-going)
debate about the relative merits of digital versus
analogue summing.
While SSL may not have been the first, the
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launch of its AWS900 production console in 2004
was surely the first credible take on what has since
become an established paradigm. Pack together
the key features of a classic analogue console, add
routing options that enable it to play nicely with a
variety of DAW workflows, and top it off with the
ability to act as a hardware control surface for the
most popular DAW flavours. Since the introduction
of the AWS900 we’ve seen this approach enhanced
and scaled at both ends of the market, from SSL’s
own large format Duality to somewhat smaller
affairs such as Focusrite’s Control 2802. While the
ingredient list is straightforward enough, getting the
recipe right is a very fine balancing act. You’ve got
to somehow avoid the resulting confection being
compromised too much when compared with either
a dedicated console or a dedicated control surface.
Allen and Heath’s GSR24 looks to be occupying
a space somewhere between SSL’s 24-channel
offerings and the smaller footprint of the Audient
Zen (GS-R24 UK£4999 + VAT; GS-R24M motorised
faders £5,599 + VAT).
It’s probably easiest to go through the GSR24
from a strictly analogue perspective first, and then
see how the additional features have been woven in.
As the name implies, what you get here are 24 main
input channels, with each channel capable of routing
to two pairs of buses, a stereo master bus and a
separately addressable mono bus. Separate mic
and line level inputs are available on each channel,
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together with the usual mic/line, high-pass filter, phantom power
and polarity reverse switches. Mic level signals get a gain range of
between +4 and +60dB, and for a console in this price bracket the
preamps on offer are very nice indeed. Clean and quiet even when
mated with low output ribbon microphones and operating at the
extreme end of their gain range, they sound open and unflustered
and avoid that slightly brittle sound of the preamps on similarly
sized consoles.
A 4-band EQ is available for each of the channels, with fixed
HF and LF shelving filters (corner frequencies of 12kHz and 80Hz
respectively) and two parametric mid bands with Q variable from
0.8 to 6.0. The low mid sweeps down to an almost absurdly low
18Hz and up to 1kHz, and the high mid ranges between 400Hz
and 18kHz. In use, it’s a perfectly workmanlike EQ, although
I’d class it as musical rather than surgical in its effect. The fixed
shelving frequencies are sensible choices, although sometimes the
low band wasn’t sitting exactly where I needed it to, leaving me
wishing for at least a choice of two corner frequencies. And while
I’m being picky, I’d have liked the high-mid range to sweep a little
lower than it does.
Six auxiliary sends are provided per channel — the first two
being permanently prefade, the second two switchable pre and post,
and the final two being factory set to postfade — an arrangement
that should provide sufficient flexibility for tracking and mixing.
If necessary, internal jumpers on the channel cards can be set to
make the final two sends prefade (That’s the sort of thing I miss.
Ed). Routing to buses is via four pushbuttons to logical pairs (L/R,
1/2, 3/4) following pan, or ignoring pan to the single mono bus.
A direct output per channel is also available on the rear panel. The
factory default picks this up postEQ/prefader, although jumpers can
be set on the input channel cards to allow other options.
In addition to the 24 standard mono channels, there are some
additional input options. A total of four sets of stereo inputs
are provided, two on phono and two on balanced TRS jacks.
The balanced inputs permanently feed two stereo input channels
with a slightly cut-down EQ and the same routing options as
the mono channels. The unbalanced inputs can be sent directly
to the L/R bus or blended with the balanced inputs (following
their own level control) to appear on the main stereo input
channels. Recessed pushbuttons (ballpoint pen needed) determine
the fate of the unbalanced stereo inputs, and also allow the master
stereo channels to be set safe if the console’s solo-in-place mode
is activated.
Two additional mono inputs offer a valve-based input stage for
those in search of that elusive vintage warmth/distortion (It’s an
idea A&H introduced many years ago. Ed). As if to drive the point
home (and I’m sure it’s for cooling purposes, honest!) you can see
the valves glowing gently through cut-outs on the front panel, and
a pair of slightly incongruous black knurled knobs allows control of
how much of the post gain signal is driven through the valve stage.
Key differences here are that, although you have a microphone
and line level input available, the line level input is an unbalanced,
high impedance FET stage — allowing DI of instrument level
sources. An additional 26dB of gain is also available courtesy of
a pushbutton for the line/instrument input allowing the FET and
valve stages to be overdriven to taste. The valve inputs each have
their own rotary level and pan controls, and can be routed to the
same destinations as the standard input channels.
The master section is extremely comprehensive given its size.
As you would expect, the stereo and bus master faders are located
here, together with auxiliary masters and a comprehensive control
room monitoring section. You also get two very flexible stereo
cue outputs, with options to derive these from a combination of
auxiliary buses, or pairs of routing buses, stereo master or mono
bus. Talkback provided by a built in microphone can be injected
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into the cue outputs, bus outputs or pairs of auxiliary outputs.
A short up-stand at the rear of the desk houses LED bargraph
meters for each of the main inputs, valve input and stereo input
channels, together with a pair of mechanical VUs for the stereo bus.
Finally, the solo system can be switched (for the input channels)
between AFL, PFL or Solo In Place — the last with the option of
XOR or additive switching.
In all, there’s a lot of functionality squeezed into a small footprint
here and viewed simply as an analogue console the GSR24 would
comfortably handle most small studio requirements. Despite the
small size, it doesn’t feel cramped in operation, with plenty of
room for even the larger-fingered engineer to get to grips with
the controls. OK, there are some compromises in evidence — the
number of buses for example — and although all inputs and
outputs are available on the rear panel, everything appears on TRS
jacks with the exception of the microphone inputs and main mix
outputs, which might be a downside for some. But also lurking on
the rear of the console is an interface slot that brings into play the
next ingredient in the recipe.
This slot is home to interface cards the most interesting of which
gives 32 channels of digital I-O and associated conversion using a
single FireWire connection to a computer or four sets of lightpipe
I-O. The analogue side of the console is mapped to the interface
card in a very flexible manner. The 32 inputs to the interface (and
therefore to a connected DAW) are normally derived from the 24
input channels, the stereo inputs, valve inputs and L/R bus. If
desired, another of those indented pushbuttons allows outputs from
the buses and first four auxiliary masters to replace input channels
17 through 24; useful if there’s a need to record summed signals.
While the signals sent to the DAW from the stereo inputs and
valve inputs are always their postfader outputs, the main input
channels offer some additional choices, selected by four small
pushbuttons located by each fader. With none of these buttons
selected, the postgain, preEQ signal is available as a DAW input
and the signal carries on down the remainder of the signal path in
the usual fashion. Pressing the button marked ‘A’ by a particular
channel moves this pickup point to be postEQ but prefader and
again the signal also follows the conventional signal path. Simple
enough so far. However, the 32 outputs from the DAW are also
mapped to various inputs the first 24 corresponding to the input
channels. In this way, combinations of the other buttons allow the
DAW returns to replace the line inputs to the channels, or the DAW
to effectively be inserted in the signal path (e.g. postEQ signal feeds
DAW input, corresponding DAW output feeds a channel fader for
routing to the mix).
The other eight DAW outputs can, by operating dedicated
switches in each case, replace the line inputs for the stereo input
channels and valve channels. The final two outputs are available
as a monitoring source in the centre section with their own level
control. And if that wasn’t enough, there’s also the option (get
that ballpoint pen out again) to reroute the six outputs of the DAW
normally feeding stereo and valve inputs directly to the monitor
section as a 5.1 monitor source, with separate speaker outputs on
the rear controlled by a single monitor level pot (albeit with no bass
management).
It takes a bit of time to get familiar with the effects of different
combinations of switches, but the available permutations of routing
are extremely flexible — the ability to ‘split’ the channel path and
insert the DAW will be very familiar to Duality users for example.
Admittedly, it’s not as easy to see what’s going on visually, but
we’re talking very different price brackets here.
Using the FireWire interface for audio was very straightforward
— a control panel application needs installing on a Mac or PC that
allows the setting of sample rate and Word clock sources (up to
96kHz for FireWire, with clock source being internal or external via
resolution
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a BNC input on the card). It all played very nicely with Pro Tools 9, with all 32
channels of audio I-O running smoothly. If audio over FireWire isn’t your thing,
DIP switches on the interface card can set it to ADAT mode, which achieves the
same functionality using four pairs of ADAT lightpipes for hook-up to external
interfaces. And if you don’t want to forsake your existing fancy A-D/D-A
convertors, there’s an analogue I-O option card. This presents the 32 channels
of I-O (mapped in exactly the same fashion to the console) at unbalanced line
level on a couple of 37-pin D-Sub connectors, together with a single MIDI input
and output.
Ah, MIDI — the final piece of the jigsaw and in some ways the one with the
roughest edges. The FireWire/ADAT card also sports MIDI in and out as although
MIDI data can be tunnelled from a computer to the desk over FireWire, using the
card in ADAT mode may also require MID I-O. The key application here is in using
the console as a control surface for a DAW, and in addition to the faders and solo
switches on each channel being capable of generating MIDI control messages,
the master section also contains a section containing transport keys, cursor keys,
a jog wheel and definable switches. In addition to these there are a couple of
dedicated faders and ten rotary controls in the master section that function purely
as potential MIDI controllers.
The console can be set in a number of global MIDI modes by performing a
sequence of button pushes while powering up, which effectively determine how
button pushes correspond to note on/off messages, and whether indicator lights
on the transport and channel select switches respond to external or internal
tally commands. There’s a specific mode that emulates a Tascam US2400, so if
your DAW has a template for this all is well, and any DAW that can ‘learn’ the
controller data provided by the MIDI faders/rotary controls can do so. Pro Tools
users will have spotted a small issue though, in that the HUI protocol used by
Avid to interface with third party control surfaces requires a separate MIDI port for
each block of 8 channels and only a single port is provided. In addition, although
there is a MIDI mode that conditions the MIDI output for easier translation to the
HUI protocol, the console itself does not provide HUI emulation natively.
Allen and Heath’s workaround for this is to employ a third party MIDI
translation programme (Bome’s MIDI Translator), running a patch that handles
the HUI emulation and creates multiple MIDI ports that Pro Tools (or other DAWs)
can see. This seems a little clunky on a number of levels. First, you have to
pay for a license to use MIDI Translator in anything other than time out demo
mode. Granted, it’s not a lot, but it seems a little tight if you’ve splashed out a
not insignificant sum on the console. Second, and more importantly, putting this
functionality in place via a third party solution has a significant risk attached in
terms of end-user experience particularly if the third party updates or changes its
software. And finally, it isn’t exactly plug-and-play. I did get it working, but only
after much tearing of hair and a call to the designer, Mike Griffin. In fairness,
Mike acknowledged that the situation wasn’t ideal and that some alternatives
were being considered, and after providing me with some updated set-up guides,
duplex communication was finally achieved.
The GSR24 supplied to me was the moving fader variant, whereby the faders
can be set to write MIDI data to a DAW, read automation data back from a DAW,
or both. As a hardware input into a DAW for mix automation this works well
enough particularly in touch write/touch latch mode on Pro Tools. There were
still a few oddities though. Faders would occasionally judder as they updated
position, and the moving faders won’t update their position at all if there is no
automation data written in Pro Tools — somewhat at odds with every other HUI
controller I’ve used.
What’s nice about the GSR24 is that the important stuff — the really core
ingredients of analogue performance and routing integration with a DAW — has
been done incredibly well, with little sign of compromise and plenty of thoughtful
little features and options. But that final layer of functionality in terms of MIDI
control seems just a little underdone. There are pluses, of course, in the approach
that Allen & Heath has taken here — flexibility, adaptability to a range of DAWs
both present and future, and the ability to ‘roll your own’ if necessary. And the
good news is that it is really only software so a more bespoke approach would be
relatively easy to implement as a future development. I for one hope they do, as
it would really be the icing on an otherwise very fine cake. n

PROS

Solidly built; great sounding mic pres; terrific routing integration to a
DAW through FireWire/ADAT; comprehensive monitoring; future proof to
a degree with the potential for different interface cards.

CONS

EQ a little restrictive; lack of native HUI emulation; reliance on third
party solutions.

Contact
Allen & Heath, UK:
Website: www.allen-heath.com
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